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German Chancellor Angela Merkel declared that multiculturalism
has "utterly failed," adding that it was an illusion to think
Germans and foreign.
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Diversity and community in the twenty-first century".
Criticisms come from a wide variety of perspectives, but
predominantly from the perspective of liberal
individualismfrom American conservatives concerned about
shared traditional valuesand from a national unity
perspective. With considerable immigration after the Second
World HOW MULTICULTURALISM FAILS making the UK an increasingly
ethnically and racially diverse state, race relations policies
have been developed that broadly reflect the principles of
multiculturalism, although there is no official national
commitment to the concept.
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specifically cites failure to assimilate, spontaneous ethnic
segregation, adaptation problems such as school drop-out,
unemployment, and high crime rates see immigration and
crimeand opposition to secularism among Muslim immigrants as
the main problems resulting from immigration.
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